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The world is on the move – financially affluent families and entrepreneurs might consider relocating for rea-
sons of safety, education, living circumstances, convenience for travel and taxation. We have therefore asked 
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place to live, convenient to reach and leave, enjoys AAA status and welcomes entrepreneurs. 
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Overview     

Located in the centre of Europe, Switzerland has one of the 
highest living standards of the world. Families relocating to 
Switzerland can find political stability, a strong respect of 
privacy, access to world-class financial services, internationally 
recognised schools, one of the world’s best health care systems 
and beautiful nature. In addition to attractive tax conditions, 
these are the main reasons why many UHNW families, stars 
and sportsmen choose Switzerland as their country of 
residence. 

Residence permit 

Residence in Switzerland for a foreign citizen is subject to a 
permit. In this regard, seperate rules apply for EU/EFTA-
citizens and citizens of other countries.   

EU/EFTA-Citizens 

EU/EFTA-Citizens benefit from privileged access to Switzerland 
on the basis of the Bilateral Agreement between Switzerland 
and the EU on the Free Movement of Persons. 

 Non-working EU-/EFTA-Citizens will be required to 
demonstrate that they dispose of adequate 
accommodation in Switzerland, sufficient financial 
means (in practice: in principle at least CHF 1 million 
bankable assets, normally proven by confirmatory 
letter from a bank) and health care insurance 
(including accident coverage) in order to obtain a 
Swiss residence permit for themselves and their 
families (Permit B).  

 Working EU-/EFTA-Citizens will be required to have 
an employment contract of more than a year or an 
open-ended employment contract concluded with a 
Swiss employer in order to obtain a residence permit 
(Permit B) for themselves and their families (for  

 Bulgarian and Rumanian working nationals, certain 
employment market restrictions still apply).   

Non-EU/EFTA-Citizens 

For non-working Non-EU/EFTA-Citizens more restrictive 
prerequisites apply. Residence permits may be granted, for 
example, for educational or medical purposes. Special rules 
apply for retired persons above the age of 55.  

Working Non-EU/EFTA-Citizens require a work permit which 
will only be granted to a restricted extent.  

Purchase of real estate 

The direct or indirect acquisition of Swiss real estate by foreign 
citizens is highly restricted. However, if a EU/EFTA-Citizen 
relocates to Switzerland for an indefinite period of time, he or 
she is entitled to acquire Swiss real estate as any Swiss 
national. Nationals of other foreign countries with a permanent 
residence permit C and place of residence in Switzerland are 
also entitled to purchase real estate without applying for a 
special permit as any Swiss national. Restrictions apply for 
nationals of other foreign countries with residence permit B. 
Furthermore, the construction and purchase of second homes 
is restricted in Switzerland.  

Income and wealth tax 

Swiss resident individuals are subject to income tax and net 
wealth tax. In principle, their worldwide income and wealth is 
taxable in Switzerland. Exceptions apply for real estate and 
permanent establishments located abroad (which are not 
taxable in Switzerland but still considered for the purpose of 
determining the tax rate) and with regard to provisions of any 
applicable double tax treaties; Switzerland has concluded 
double tax treaties with more than 80 countries. 

Income tax is levied at progressive rates depending on the 
amount of income in question. The applicable tax rates vary 
significantly between cantons and municipalities. A partial 
dividend reduction may apply if a Swiss resident taxpayer owns 
a shareholding of at least 10% in a distributing company. At the 
federal level, the marginal income tax rate amounts to 11.5% 
with a reduction of 40% of the tax for qualified dividends from 
privately held participations (resulting in reduced dividend 
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taxation at the federal level of 6.9%). The cantons have their 
individual reduction quotas as detailed below. 
 
The net wealth tax (which is not levied at federal level) applies 
to the market value of the individual's total assets minus their 
total debt, again excluding real estate and permanent 
establishments located abroad. 
 
The following chart lists the tax rates of five different 
communities in Switzerland (which are often chosen by 
foreigners moving to Switzerland) and may serve as a 
exemplifying comparison of individual tax rates (as per 
December 2015): 
 

Municipality Wollerau Walchwil Meggen 

 

Vaux-sur-
Morges 

Genthod 

Canton Schwyz Zug Luzern Vaud Geneva 

Income Tax 21.6% 22.5% 26.2% 41.4% 41.1% 

Wealth Tax 0.13% 0.27% 0.19% 0.66% 0.91% 

Dividend 

Reduction 

(Canton) 

50% 50% 50% 30/40% 40/50% 

 
(Please note that the above tax rates may change on a year-by-
year basis) 

Taxation of trusts 

In the absence of any specific legislation govering the taxation 
of trusts, the Swiss Tax Conference issued the Circular No. 30 
in August 2007 to harmonize the various existing practices the 
cantons. In general, the applicable practice guidelines 
distinguish between revocable, irrevocable fixed-interest trusts 
and irrevocable discretionary trusts. However, especially with 

regard to trusts of foreign resident settlors, favorable structuring 
options might be possible. 
 
It is therefore strongly recommended that the tax implications of 
an existing trust structure are reviewed and confirmed by the 
competent tax authorities in a tax ruling before relocating to 
Switzerland. 

Lump-sum taxation 

Instead of ordinary taxation, foreign citizens who relocate to 
Switzerland for the first time or after an absence of 10 years 
may opt for so-called lump-sum taxation, provided that they do 
not work in Switzerland. Under the system of lump-sum taxation 
the same tax rates as laid out above apply, but an individual’s 
taxable income and wealth is determined on the basis of his or 
her estimated living expenses. As a minimum, the law 
prescribes an income tax basis which corresponds the 
minimum taxable income to the higher of either seven times the 
annual rental costs or CHF 400'000 (for direct federal tax) per 
year. The cantons must also at their discretion set a minimum 
amount for the assessment basis 

Inheritance and gift taxes 

Switzerland does not levy inheritance or gift taxes on a federal 
level. All cantons (except for the canton of Schwyz) impose an 
inheritance tax and almost all cantons (except for the cantons of 
Schwyz and Lucerne) levy taxes on gifts. In most Swiss 
cantons, spouses and direct descendants of the deceased or 
donor are exempt from inheritance and gift taxes. Switzerland 
has concluded double taxation treaties on inheritances and gifts 
with several countries 
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Schroders plc is a world-class asset manager operating from 37 offices in 27 countries across Europe, the Americas, Asia and the Middle 
East with 3700 talented employees. The company manages CHF436.2 billion on behalf of institutional and retail investors, financial 
institutions, charities and high net worth clients from around the world. The Wealth Management division which includes Schroder & Co 
Bank AG in Switzerland accounts for approx. 10 percent of Schroders plc’s total business. 
 
Schroders has developed under stable ownership for over 210 years and long-term thinking governs its approach to investing, building 
client relationships and growing business. 
 
Schroders in Switzerland employs 270 people and has approx. CHF80 billion administered and cumulated assets. 
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